Grant Elementary - 4th Grade - Enrichment Opportunities
Week Of March 30th, Happy April Fool’s Week!
Reading

Writing
20-30 minutes

20-30 minutes, twice a day
1: Reading for learning
2: Reading for pleasure

Mon

Reading for Learning (20 mins)
Focus on Fiction
What is fiction? BrainPOP Jr.
Username:NoSchool
Password:LEARN2020

March

30

Choose a fiction book from
GetEpic or home
Think about the text, summarize
what you've read. You can write it
down, tell someone in your home,
or even to a pet!
Video explaining how to
summarize

Self-selected writing time:
●

Daily writing prompt:
Don’t forget your
introduction, details to
support your thinking,
conclusion and
punctuation.
What has been your
favorite thing you’ve
done while at home?
Write your reasons and
give details on why it is
your favorite.
Writing Templates

Math
20-30 minutes

Practice math facts

Art

Flash cards
Games
Websites

Choose 5 or 6 objects and set up a still life. This
means you should arrange your objects on a
table in an interesting way. Not all in a row like
they are marching in a parade. Put some in
front of others to show space. Draw them
lightly using basic shapes and forms. Add
value/shading including light side, dark side,
highlight and shadow. If you want to challenge
yourself and add color go for it, but you should
still be able to see a light side and dark side,
different values in your object. I drew my
breakfast.

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem
here
Try to solve the Big Kid Problem
that matches the story.
Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading &
Math Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Reading for Pleasure (20 mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic! or home

Physical Activities, Creative Art,
Music, At Home Activities
20-45 minutes

Reading for Learning (20 mins)
Focus on Fiction

Tue

Choose a fiction book from
GetEpic or home

March

31

Think about the text, describe the
main character. What key details
make you think that? You can
write it down, tell someone in your
home, or even to your pet!

●

Write in a daily journal

●

Date the page and
document what have you
been doing to keep
yourself busy?
Writing Templates

Practice math facts

Music

Flash cards
Games
Websites

Music activity for this week is:
Make a song up on your recorder.
Compose a song using the three notes
that we have learned, B, A and G. Your
song should have a beginning, middle
and an ending. ( 3 sections) After you
have the sections planned out, practice
them and when you feel ready, share
your song with someone in the house.
Have fun
Don't forget a title for your song

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem
here
Try to solve the Big Kid Problem
that matches the story.
Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading &
Math Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

BrainPop on Character
Login:NoSchool
Password: LEARN2020
Reading for Pleasure (20 mins)
● Read something you
WANT to read
● Read before bedtime
● Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic! or from home

Keep the music playing
Mr. Stromberg

Reading for Learning (20 mins)
Focus on Fiction

Wed
April

1

Choose a fiction book from
GetEpic or home.
Make an inference about why you
think the character made the
choices they did. You can write it
down, tell someone in your home,
or even to your pet!
BrainPop on Inferences
Login:NoSchool
Password: LEARN2020

●

Daily writing prompt:
Don’t forget your
introduction, details to
support your thinking,
conclusion and
punctuation.
Happy April Fool’s Day!
What is the best prank
you’ve played? If
pranks are not for you,
explain why.  Explain
your thinking in your
response.
Writing Templates

Practice math facts
Flash cards
Games
Websites

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem
here
Try to solve the Big Kid Problem
that matches the story.
Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading &
Math Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Reading for Pleasure (20 mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic!,

Gym
Here is a document from Mrs.
Mulkiten with lots of ways to get
moving!
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
RESOURCES March & April
2020.docx

Reading for Learning (20 mins)
Focus on Fiction

Thu
April

2

Choose a fiction book from
GetEpic or home.
What are the character’s traits
and what from the story supports
your thinking? You can write it
down, tell someone in your home,
or even to your pet!

●

Write in a daily journal

●

Date the page and
document what you have
been doing to keep
yourself busy?
Writing Templates

Practice math facts

Media

Flash cards
Games
Websites

No Device: Pick a story/ book to read.

Today’s Math Problem:

dilemma ( problem in the story. Did the

Solve the daily math problem
here

Discuss if the main character/s faced a
main character/s find a solution, if so
what was the solution?

Try to solve the Big Kid Problem
that matches the story.

Have a device?: March is Women's

Free Choice Math:

History Month. Please use Pebblego or

eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading &
Math Activities

Pebblego Next to find a biography of a

Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

notable woman in our present or history.
Discuss some of her accomplishments,
obstacles, and/ or notable moments in
her life? Did this individual have to
show grit, integrity, other character
traits in her life?
www.pebblego.com

Character Trait Video
Reading for Pleasure (20 mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic!,

www.pebblegonext.com
Login: engaged
Password: learning
Pebblego and Pebblego Next have the
same login and password.

Reading for Learning (20 mins)
Focus on Fiction

Fri
April

3

Choose a fiction book from
GetEpic or home.
Retell the story you read to
someone in your home. You can
write it down, tell someone in your
home, or even to your pet!
How to retell video

●

Daily writing prompt:

Practice math facts

Make sure to include all
the parts of a letter.

Flash cards
Games
Websites

Write a letter to
someone older you care
about - maybe a
grandparent or a
neighbor? Make sure to
let them know what
you’ve been up to and
ask them some questions.
Writing Templates

Extra Fun:
Hipster Art Bunny

Today’s Math Problem:
Solve the daily math problem
here
Try to solve the Big Kid Problem
that matches the story.
Free Choice Math:
eSpark Learning | Differentiated Reading &
Math Activities
Play Prodigy
BrainPOP Jr.
Log in: NoSchool, Password: LEARN2020

Link on how to make
Template for Bunny Here
Science
Germs Experiment Using Pepper and Soap(from
“YourModernFamily”website.
Gather these items:
· A small bowl of water
· Ground black pepper
· A small bowl of liquid soap
Steps:
·

Sprinkle pepper on the top of the water

·
The pepper represents germs like viruses that
can make us sick
· stick one finger in the ‘germs’ and see that the
“germs” got stuck on it.
Reading for Pleasure (20 mins)
- Read something you
WANT to read
- Read before bedtime
- Read something that
interests you from
GetEpic!,

· Then put a clean finger in the soap and swirl it
around until it covers the end of your finger
·
Next, put the soapy finger in the ‘germs’
· The ‘germs’ should be repelled by the soap and
should quickly move away from your finger.
What is a Germ?
A germ is any microorganism, especially one
which causes a disease.Germs can be bacteria or
viruses, as well as a few other types of
microorganisms, too. They are EVERYWHERE.
How does soap get rid of germs?
It’s important to realize that soap does not kill
germs. Soap removes germs. The germs stick to
the oil on our hands, and water will not remove it,
so we need to use something else. Soap likes

water and soap likes oil, so it makes the perfect
match!
* “When you wash your hands with soap, the
soap molecules act as a mediator between the
water and oil molecules and bind with both of
them at the same time. Then when you rinse
everything off, the soap carries away the germs
with the water. ” – lifescience

Families,
Please make sure that your 4th Grader’s teacher has the biography feature for the yearbook. The PTA will be finishing our yearbook this week.

